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asunder Widely separated especially in space.
Those whom God hath joined together let no man put asunder.

circulate Move through a space, circuit or system, returning to the starting point.
She circulates among royalty.

diffuse Spread or diffuse through.
A large diffuse organization.

diffusion
The action of spreading the light from a light source evenly to reduce glare
and harsh shadows.
The diffusion of knowledge.

dispel To cause to separate and go in different directions.
Dispel doubts.

dispersal
The splitting up of a group of people, causing them to leave in different
directions.
Dispersal of pollen by the wind.

disperse Denoting a phase dispersed in another phase as in a colloid.
The crowds dispersed.

dispersed Distributed or spread over a considerable extent.
Has ties with many widely dispersed friends.

dispersion The action or process of distributing things or people over a wide area.
The dispersion of the troops.

disseminate
Spread throughout an organ or the body.
There is a subset of these low grade tumours that can disseminate and
migrate.

dissemination The act of dispersing or diffusing something.
The dissemination of public information.

dissipate (with reference to a feeling or emotion) disappear or cause to disappear.
The concern she d felt for him had wholly dissipated.
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dissolution The action or process of dissolving or being dissolved.
The dissolution of their marriage.

diversify Make or become more diverse or varied.
New plants will diversify the habitat.

effluence The process of flowing out.

imbue Fill soak or imbue totally.
His works are invariably imbued with a sense of calm and serenity.

intersperse Place at intervals in or among.
Deep pools interspersed by shallow shingle banks.

perfuse Permeate or suffuse with a liquid, colour, or quality.
The yellow light is perfused with white.

pervasiveness The quality of filling or spreading throughout.
The pervasiveness of the odor of cabbage in tenement hallways.

petal Each of the segments of the corolla of a flower, which are modified leaves
and are typically coloured.

proliferate (of a cell, structure, or organism) reproduce rapidly.
Pizza parlors proliferate in this area.

proliferation Growth by the rapid multiplication of parts.
The proliferation of nuclear weapons.

prolix
(of speech or writing) using or containing too many words; tediously
lengthy.
He found the narrative too prolix and discursive.

scatter Sow by scattering.
A scatter of boulders round the pothole mouth.

scattered Lacking orderly continuity.
With so much on her plate however she can be a bit scattered.

shed Shed at an early stage of development.
The buses were temporarily shedded in that depot.

spray An act of spraying something.
The truck shuddered to a halt spraying gravel from under its wheels.

spread A bedspread.
His mother laid on a huge spread.

sprinkle Rain very lightly.
A dress with little daisies sprinkled all over it.

suffuse Gradually spread through or over.
The sky was suffused with a warm pink color.
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